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Low university entrance bar doesn’t add up for maths
students

‘It’s like a having a disease and you don’t know; it doesn’t have any impact until it’s too late.’ Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute director
Geoff Prince.

Universities are being held blamed for a national crisis in mathematical sciences because of lax entry
standards into critically important subjects.

A 10-year strategy to be launched today by Education Minister Simon Birmingham says universities must
make higher level Year 12 maths courses compulsory prerequisites for entry into a range of courses, including
engineering, science and commerce.

The report from the Academy of Science says while 82 per cent of Year 12 students take a maths subject,
enrolments in intermediate and advanced maths subjects have been in steep decline for years.

They say complex and opaque scaling of subjects by tertiary admissions centres also acts as a disincentive for
students to take advanced subjects.

Currently just 14 per cent of universities make mid-level maths a prerequisite for a range of maths-intensive
courses. Students are expected to make up the ground via bridging courses or in broad first-year subjects.

Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute director Geoff Prince said the study of maths, which would be
critical to an innovative, data-driven future economy, was in a vicious spiral.

“We’ve been in a crisis for a very long time but it’s like a having a disease and you don’t know; it doesn’t
have any impact until it’s too late,” Professor Prince said.

“It’s a chicken-and-egg situation. Too few students are doing intermediate and advanced maths at school often
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because they don’t have the teachers with the necessary discipline knowledge. Then universities accept
students into important courses without the necessary prerequisites and many struggle and drop out.”

He said that 40 per cent of Year 7-10 maths classes nationally were run by teachers with no specific discipline
knowledge.
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Abbott joins anti-Safe Schools petition GG
JARED OWENS
The former PM is part of a backbench push to de-fund the controversial anti-bullying program.

F

Greens to hike highest taxes GG
JARED OWENS
The Greens unveil plan to permanently increase taxes on highest-income earners and create a new top marginal tax
rate of 50%.
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Senators set for sleepover GG
ROSIE LEWIS
Armed with blankets, pillows and toothbrushes, lower house MPs are bracing for a long final sitting day before
Easter.

F

100 CFMEU militants in court GG
ELIZABETH COLMAN
Number of construction unionists facing prosecution for allegedly wreaking havoc on building sites has soared to
100.
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Trump: pick me or risk riots GG
HEATHER HADDON
Donald Trump says ‘bad things would happen’ if the Republican party leaders deny him the nomination.
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‘Smart’ plants ease climate fear GG
JOHN ROSS
New research suggests climate change fears have been overstated, and plants are better able to regulate CO2
levels.
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Stroke of luck for dad on custody GG
CAROLINE OVERINGTON
The Family Court has ruled that fathers who enjoy masturbation pose no risk of harm to their children.

F

Nike unveils first self-lacing shoe GG
The world’s largest sportswear brand goes Back to the Future with its exclusive sneaker design. Here’s how it
works.
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Bill tries hard to fit the bill GG
NIKI  SAVVA
Shorten believes determination is his strongest suit.

F

ALP gives foreign bikies opening GG
GEOFF CHAMBERS
International gangs are taking advantage of Queensland Labor’s soft stance on outlaw crime groups.
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